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Steven Halpern is the #1 bestselling composer,
recording artist and researcher whose music
helps millions of individuals worldwide to
relieve stress and enhance feelings of well-being
and inner peace.
Keyboard magazine recognized Steven as “One
of the most influential artists of the past 35
years who changed the way we listen to and market music.”
His atmospheric compositions are significantly more effective at
reducing stress than most traditional classical music, as proven by
biofeedback research.
Steven has appeared on hundreds of TV and radio programs,
including: 48 Hours (CBS-TV), The Tomorrow Show with Tom
Snyder, AM Los Angeles, and America’s Talking. He’s been covered
in The New York Times, USA TODAY, Yoga Journal and many other
media outlets.
Steven’s music is heard in leading health and healing centers,
corporate wellness programs, spas, hospitals, schools and homes.
His albums enhance yoga, meditation, tai chi and massage.
Visit Steven at: www.StevenHalpern.com for
exclusive podcasts, insightful newsletters and more.
See videos at: www.YouTube.com/StevenHalpernMusic

Creating

a

Paradigm Shift

in

Modern Healing Music

When I was introduced to the ancient tradition of sound healing,
it was like reconnecting with an old friend. Of course music could
be so much more than just entertainment, or something with ‘a
good beat that we could dance to’ (thank you, Dick Clark).
But when I tried using the classical music that was recommended
for relaxation and healing, I often wound up feeling more stressed.
I wanted music that would get me relaxed quickly, easily and
enjoyably. I set out to discover how to compose this kind of
music, and in the process, created a paradigm shift in the field of
therapeutic music.
Through biofeedback research and the experience of millions of
individuals around the world, we proved that it was indeed possible
to reduce stress and evoke relaxation in less than a minute — way
faster than the best classical music could provide!
There is so much more I have to say on this subject. Read more
about why Relaxation is an important key to health and wellbeing at: www.innerpeacemusic.com/prod/relax.html

Anniversary Energies, Inspiration

and

The Muse

Paradigm Shift expands upon this model by incorporating more
melody and seductive rhythm on three tracks. The result is a multidimensional feast for body, mind and spirit.
This album began on a special date, the 34th anniversary of the

weekend I recorded my first album in 1975; it continued on the 35th
anniversary. What made these sessions especially memorable were the
unexpected arrival of two melodic motifs (“Paradigm Shift” and “First
Kiss”). During this year’s session, I was inspired to improvise on piano
over several of my favorite rhythmic grooves, something I had never
done before.
During the live recording session, each major theme arrived as an
inspirational download, perfectly pre-orchestrated with a beginning,
middle and end. Both my engineer and I kept humming the melody
long after I stopped playing. (You may, too). Compared to most of my
albums, this was indeed a paradigm shift!
Over the next five months, I layered additional sonic textures. Like
Mozart, Liszt, et al., I include various arrangements, because each offers
a unique approach to orchestrating the power of now…taking you to
the ‘Inner Peace Zone’. Enjoy the journey.
I’ve been a fan of Michael Manring for many years. He tuned into
the vision of what the music could become, and added both a dynamic
low end and amazing harmonic overtones that dialog with my melodies.
Michael Manring is considered one of the world’s
leading solo bassists, and has been pushing the
boundaries of what’s possible on the bass guitar with
unorthodox tunings, electronic effects and real-time
overdubbing. Hear his latest CD, Soliloquy, plus
Unusual Weather and Drastic Measures at:
www.ManThing.com

You’re sure to enjoy Steven’s other best-sellers:

8) The Heart of Coherence 4:47
9) At Peace in the Moment 4:53
10) Embraced by Angels
4:42
11) Hip Pocket
5:10
12) Sonic Sanctuary
4:37
13) Chakra Suite 2010
11:25

Listen to audio samples at www.StevenHalpern.com

Recorded 01/05/09, 01/06/09, 01/04/10 and 01/05/10
Additional recording with Manring, Atkinson and overdubs Jan-May 2010
See videos of “First Kiss” at www.StevenHalpern.com
and www.YouTube.com/StevenHalpernMusic
© q2010 Steven Halpern / Inner Peace Music ®
All compositions © published by Open Channel Sound Company (BMI)
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Music for Massage

Gifts of the Angels

Music for Lovers II

All Rights Reserved. Copying more than one song from this CD for friends is
prohibited by Federal law. Plus, it’s better karma to support
the artists and labels via your favorite retailer or online vendor.
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Ocean Suite

Peace of Mind

Steven Halpern: Yamaha C-7 Grand Piano, additional keyboards
Michael Manring: ZON fretless electric bass, eBow. www.ManThing.com
Kim Atkinson: Congas, cajon (Brazilian box drum). www.PulseWave.com
Marc van Waginengen: Bass (“First Kiss”) • Michael Diamond: Guitar (“First Kiss”)
Ian Dogole: Udu (African gourd drum). www.IanDogole.com
Recording Engineer: Warren Dennis Kahn at Banquet Studios, Sebastopol, CA
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Produced by Steven Halpern
Co-produced by Warren Dennis Kahn
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• Paradigm Shift

Thirty five years later, a new paradigm shift expands the parameters of
healing music for body, mind and spirit by incorporating beautiful lyrical
themes and an occasional taste of rhythm.

• Paradigm Shift

Joining him is Michael Manring, the virtuoso bassist well-known to
millions of Windham Hill fans, who adds funky bass lines on “First Kiss”
and “Now & Zen”, as well as amazing melodic harmonic overtones.
This is an album you’re sure to enjoy listening to, for its sheer beauty, as
well as for where it will take you…into the ‘inner peace zone.’
www.innerpeacemusic.com
© q2010 Steven Halpern / Inner Peace Music®
© 2010 Open Channel Sound Company (BMI)
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Steven Halpern

In 1975, Steven Halpern created a paradigm shift in sound healing
when his first album demonstrated how to orchestrate relaxation more
effectively, predictably and immediately than traditional classical music.

Steven Halpern

“Everything you love from the pioneer of sound healing — and more!
Three songs feature heartfelt melodies riding over seductive grooves
that will live inside you long after the music is over.” — Leading Edge Review

